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I’ve always
wanted to
properly play a string instrument because
they have an incredible sound and are really
cool. You can do a lot with a string instrument.

My friend Megan inspired me to play the double bass because
she played the double bass and now plays the cello. She is so
incredible at music and her musical sound is so beautiful. She’s really
inspiring and a great role model.
I have a few musical heroes. My ﬁrst is someone called Snake Davis. He
plays the saxophone and it’s really amazing. Snake has actually spoken to me
and even oﬀered to help me buy a new saxophone!!
My second musical hero is actually a girl called Emma. She lives near me
and she went on the X-factor and got really far through it. She came
to sing at a party in our village and she was incredible. She swayed
in time with the music and looked like she really loved what she
was doing.

Mad About String
16
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General Bow
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I must admit I actually hum scales and tunes when I’m stressed, I
think it calms me down. So when I’m stressed I just want to
go
and grab my double bass and play one of my pieces called
Ballad. I think this is a really emotional piece that makes me cry slightly
each time. The sound that comes out is so beautiful.
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Student Articles

Each year we have this thing called Young Musician of the Year and when I
entered, the judge said my playing really made her look up and listen. That is
what I want to do. Also I love to inspire people to make music and play instruments.
“Music can break and heal and make everything seem possible and heroic.” I love this
quote. It’s actually from a book about assassins. However the one thing that calms her
down is music. Music is a great thing.
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I’ve had many challenges to overcome. For example my double bass actually broke when I was
playing it. The spike just stopped working. Even though now I have a new but too-small, double bass
I still play just as well. One day my challenge of a too-small double bass will be overcome.

jesta
I must admit I’m not the greatest at practising. I was just seem to forget. No excuses. Not, ‘I had
band.’ No I honestly just forgot. I love practising my double bass though. People always come
and listen. They are drawn to it like ﬂies.
Since I have only just started the double bass there aren’t that many orchestral pieces I
have played. In my school orchestra I’m playing Rule Britannia, Men of Harlech and a
tango. So not really many orchestral or chamber pieces.
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JOKE: Why didn’t the bouncer let the quavers inside the club?
Because they were slurring ha ha!
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A word from
the editor

IF PEOPLE CAN BE

MUSICIANS

AND DEAF

PEOPLE ARE

PEOPLE
WHY CAN'T
DEAF PEOPLE BE

Welcome to the spring 2017 edition of Jesta.
My name is Steve and I’m the new editor.
‘So what do you actually do?’ I hear you ask.
Well an editor collects all the articles for a magazine by
asking people to write them, decides what to put into
print, checks for mistakes, and so on.
‘Yes, yes’, you say, ‘but what do you actually do?’
Oh, I see: Well I’m a violinist and conductor. I have a
professional string quartet and I also do solo violin
concerts using both violin and electric violin. I also do
looping!
‘Looping?’
It’s a bit hard to explain: I use technology to record my
playing live and then layer it up to create lots of
complicated arrangements. Why don’t you have a look
here: bit.ly/2pYkaM8
‘Interesting! And what sort of music do you like?’, you
continue.
I have pretty eclectic tastes (look it up!), which range
from Bach to Shostakovich, from Beethoven to Schnittke,
and from minimalism to prog rock.
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‘OK! And finally, what other interests do you have?’
I like natural history and photography, and I enjoy
messing around with new technology. But now I’ve got to
get on and finish this magazine……..I hope you enjoy
reading it!
While I think about it, would YOU like to help me edit an
edition of Jesta?
You look startled: ‘What do you mean?’, you say.
I’d like to get our readers involved in deciding what
goes into Jesta. If you’d like the chance to help me collect
articles and work out what to put into the magazine - to
have your say - then please email me with a little bit about
yourself and why you would like to be a guest editor for
Jesta. I’ll pick one guest editor for each new edition.
I look round, and notice that you’ve suddenly rushed
off to send me an email :-)
To have your say please email me,
editor@estastrings.org.uk, with a little bit about yourself.

MUSICIANS?
Deafness can be isolating.

But deaf children, young people and adults can access and benefit from
music making and participation.
Visit www.matd.org.uk to find out more.

T: +44(0)1422 734026
E: info@matd.org.uk
registered charity no: 1000025
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BRIDGING THE GAP

Bridging The Gap
Patsy Reid is a Scottish folk fiddle player who is making a massive impression not only
in Scotland, but around the world. Her album ‘The Brightest Path’ was nominated for
‘Album of the Year’ at the Scots Trad Music Awards, and listed as one of the top 10
essential Scottish albums by Songlines magazine. Her previous CD, ‘Bridging The Gap’,
aimed to combine and celebrate classical and folk music together.

activities like sport. I was lucky to go to a good school and
although I can’t remember much of it, I was good at
subjects like maths and physics and I clearly remember my
Dad (supportively) trying to understand why I would
study music when my grades would have allowed me to
do something ‘clever’! I think at that point, we were all
naive to the fact that to actually make a satisfying and
diverse living from music you do need to to be clever and
use the skills gathered throughout your education. Of
course I didn’t realise it at the time, but my loving physics
at school has influenced me massively as a teacher and I’m
constantly finding parallels between physics and playing
stringed instruments.

A
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lthough I took to playing naturally - having
begun violin lessons at the age of 8 - and
enjoyed it, my mum had to make me
practise sometimes! And she sat in on my lessons, so she
knew what I needed to practise and when I was just
kidding on! Looking back, I can’t believe she sat through
ten years of weekly lessons. As a teacher now, I don’t know
how I’d feel about that! She didn’t interfere in anything
but it must have added a certain dynamic, and the
journey to and from lessons was an hour round trip.

the bug I went to summer schools where we had to learn
exclusively by ear and from that point on, I think I knew
that I was good at it and I suppose I have never looked
back. The biggest inspirations at the time were Catriona
Macdonald, a Shetland fiddler and Alasdair Fraser. Fiddle
music became like a language and I suppose I loved the
fact that I was encouraged to play as an individual and not
expected to copy and play in a precise and certain way.
For some this can result in laziness but I still wanted to
master all of the techniques, but there was just
no pressure!

I was introduced to traditional fiddle music aged
about 11 and it was instantly a bit more fun! Once I had

By the time I needed to make decisions at school I was
16, and music had already taken priority over other school

Anyway, leaving school a year before my friends, I
decided to study Applied Music at Strathclyde University.
The course is unfortunately no longer running but the
reason I chose it, and would have still recommended it
today, was that it was a really broad course, both in terms
of music style as well as supporting skills such as arranging,
recording, orchestration, teaching, keyboard skills and
composition. I think every single module has been
relevant and useful for my career; and the list of skills and
jobs I need to be able to carry out as a professional
musician continues to grow!
My advice to anybody at this particular stage, who has
decided to study music, is that you shouldn’t restrict
yourself. Looking back, I even knew then that it wouldn’t
be wise to spend all my time practising my instrument.
Yes, healthy practice is essential but the supporting roles
as a musician are just as important. I knew that I wasn’t
particularly special when it came to my classical music
playing and that I had much more to offer as a fiddle
player with classical training. So I continued in this vein
throughout my studies, gathering as much technique and
understanding as I could but applying it elsewhere.
Next up was a two year PGCE teacher training course at
the Royal Northern College Of Music and the Manchester
Metropolitan University. Again this course no longer exists
but it served me fantastically well. Again I draw on my
learning on that course almost daily!
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‘I loved the fact that I
was encouraged to
play as an individual’

I kind of knew that this would be the end of my formal
7

BRIDGING THE GAP
education and so I made the most of it and worked for my
classical violin PG Diploma at the same time. The real
reason for the PGCE part of the training was as a safety net
so that I could always get a job, whatever happened. My
parents trained me well!
Right now I am quite content as a freelance musician.
I’m not in any regular bands just now and I quite like the
freedom. It can be a lot of work to set up a band and it can
take years to see any fruits from your labour in terms of
gigs and any income. Also it’s important to really know the
people you form bands with as sometimes your
circumstances can be quite different and for success I
really believe that everyone in that band needs to have
the same mindset for as long as possible. Once a band is
successful it’s easier to work around lifestyle and
geographical differences, but when you’re working things
out I think you really have to be on the same page, not just
musically!

‘A profound example of the
emotional riches in
contemporary music making’
Scotland On Sunday

Ultimately, I love being a professional musician! No
two days/weeks/months/years are the same and so I am
able to meet and play music with different people all of
the time. Sometimes I get to tour abroad, which is a
fantastic way to see the world! Other times I’m home for
weeks on end and I get to do normal things like see family,
keep my garden tidy, go to the gym and see my students.
Most importantly, I am able to pick and choose the
work I do and I can thoroughly recommend that!
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Sometimes it’s nice to just be a session musician and
turn up and play. I’m finding time to write music these
days and have been recording my next album, which
features my own songs for the first time. I’m really excited
to have written some songs and it felt almost like an
epiphany when I realised that it was something that I
could do and take pleasure from! I think that is the main
reason to keep things open and be as versatile as you can,
because you are absorbing so much more than you ever
realise.

THE ABOYNE CELLO FESTIVAL

The Aboyne
Cello Festival

personal practice before a session at 10am with one of the
tutors, James Halsey, Phil Higham, Rebecca Gilliver or Kim
Vaughan.
Students get an individual lesson, which others can
(and do) sit in on. It’s amazing what you can learn from
watching other people’s lessons! There are two fantastic
pianists who will accompany the cellists in the lessons,
and this provides support in really discovering how to
communicate the music. Later in the week players choose
to use some of the time for personal practice, leading up
to the students’ concert on the Friday. Everyone meets up

Once you have attended the festival, you are eligible to
apply to be ‘Aboyne Young Artist’. This is a fabulous
opportunity – as well as getting your week free of charge,
and presenting a full recital, there are a series of recitals
booked for you during the following year, at venues across
the UK.
At the beginning of the week we all have a fascinating
session with Linda, our resident Kinesiologist. She helps
us use our brains and bodies together, helping manage
stress and nerves, amongst many other things - and is
there if we need a top up session later in the week!

The Aboyne Cello Festival has rapidly established itself as one of the largest and most
exciting events for young cellists. Conceived in 2005 by Aboyne resident and cellist
Myrtle Watt, the festival attracts students from all over the UK and beyond. The 2017
festival runs from 23rd to 30th July, you can find out more at www.aboynecellos.co.uk

T

he first time I visited the Aboyne Cello
Festival I remember being astonished that,
at the end of a long day and having travelled
through some of the most beautiful and wild Scottish
scenery, lit by the afternoon sun, we turned into the drive
of a large turreted house - one of the most special and
unusual places I’d ever arrived at! It looked majestic set
amongst large pine trees which cast long stripy shadows
across the grass. Actually, these first impressions were
echoed throughout the week – which was a special and
very memorable time.
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for lunch, and then the afternoon could include some
multi cello chamber music with guided learning. After
supper and some time for relaxation, there’ll be a concert!
The Aboyne Cello Festival has a fantastic team of
inspiring tutors with plenty of time to sort out everyone’s
specific needs, a great atmosphere, where all the students
support one another, plenty of opportunity to play,
practice and perform; and inspiration in heaps! From
concerts and wonderful masterclasses, to coaching and
other activities, the number of smiling faces I encountered
throughout the week made it seem like a little bit of cello
heaven!

Last year’s festival week included six concerts – a recital
by Phil Higham (with Ryan Drucker on piano), a solo
performance by the ‘Aboyne Young Artist’ Gemma Connor
(and Sally Halsey, piano), all the tutors together making
amazing chamber music (Alice Neary, Phil Higham and
James Halsey), the student’s concert, the Bingham String
Quartet, and the cello orchestra concert with more than
30 cellos – the Giant Cello Orchestra as it’s become known!
A fitting end to the week.

The cello orchestra days at the weekends are great fun.
It’s a truly amazing experience to hear 30 cellos playing
together! The numbers are made up with good amateur
cellists who absolutely love playing together with the
students, and achieve things they never believed they could!
The Aboyne Cello Festival is a week filled with many
different musical experiences and also plenty of nonmusical ones too: enjoying yummy homemade food,
walks in the surrounding countryside, playing at the local
Scottish music weekly ‘session’ at the pub, and even
fabricating a costume for one of the tutor’s surprise light
hearted numbers in the final concert!

A typical day during the festival starts with some
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THE ABOYNE CELLO FESTIVAL

Also available
by DOREEN CARWITHEN
are the following titles:
Collected Songs for voice and piano
(catalogue number WAF 004)
price £10
Sonatina for Piano Solo
(catalogue number WAF 005)
price £10

‘The Aboyne Cello Festival is a
thoroughly enriching course, enabling
cellists of all ages to work with
professionals to build up performing
skills both in an ensemble and as a
soloist. Cellists from all over the world
come to this small corner of Scotland
to experience first class tuition, skill
building and friendship! Despite (or
perhaps because of) the fact that it
is so intense, it is the most enjoyable
course I’ve ever attended and I would
definitely recommend it to every
cellist.’
Kara

THE WILLIAM ALWYN
FOUNDATION

‘The Aboyne Cello Festival is a hub
for young aspiring cellists to soak up
incredibly inspiring teaching, concerts
and of course the beautiful Scottish
countryside. It is a community of
cellists that help and encourage one
another resulting in positive learning
for everyone involved. My memories
of being at this festival are only very
happy ones.’
Julia

is pleased to announce its latest publication –
Doreen Carwithen Sonata for Violin and Piano
(catalogue number WAF 010). This is the first
published edition of a highly melodious and
passionate work and would suit all violinists of
grade 8 concert standard and as such forms a
major addition to the violin and piano repertoire.
The volume is published as a score with a separate
violin part included and is available directly from
APK Music Promotions Ltd at a cost of £15 plus
postage and packing (£2.50 for UK orders); for
overseas rates please enquire to the contact address
below. Cheques should be made payable to
The William Alwyn Foundation and forwarded to
the address below. We regret that we are unable
to accept payment by credit and debit cards.

By WILLIAM ALWYN
the following titles:
Cricketty Mill for Piano Solo
(catalogue number WAF 001)
price £6,
Three Winter Poems
for String Quartet score and parts –
(catalogue number WAF 002)
price £15,
Selected Works for Viola and Piano
(catalogue number WAF 003)
price £17,
Selected Works for Piano Solo Vol. 1
(catalogue number WAF 006)
price £12,
Selected Works for Piano Solo Vol. 2
(catalogue number WAF 007)
price £12,
Selected Works for Piano Solo Vol. 3
(catalogue number WAF 008)
price £12,
Music with Flute score and parts –
(catalogue number WAF 009)
price £12
Further titles are in preparation

WAF
THE WILLIAM ALWYN FOUNDATION

Administered by APK MUSIC PROMOTIONS LTD
30 Florida Avenue, Hartford, Huntingdon Cambridgeshire PE29 1PY
Tel: 01480-456931 E-Mail: apkmusicprom@ntlworld.com
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• Stentor violins, violas, cellos and double basses are carved from
solid tonewoods,
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measurements
and good
tonal from
• Stentor
violins, violas,
cellos and
double basses
are carved
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offering students
the bestmeasurements
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quality offering students the best start to their musical careers.

• Start playing with our best-selling outfits:
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- Stentor
• Start
playing
withI and
our IIbest-selling outfits:

- Stentor Student I and II

• Step up to a Stentor Graduate or Stentor Conservatoire

• Step up to a Stentor Graduate or Stentor Conservatoire

• Choose from our high grade orchestral models:
- Messina, Elysia and Arcadia

• Choose from our high grade orchestral models:
- Messina, Elysia and Arcadia

• Stentor Student I and Student II outfits are played in most schools
in the UK and many throughout the world.

• Stentor Student I and Student II outfits are played in most schools
in the UK and many throughout the world.

www.stentor-music.com

www.stentor-music.com
See us at ESTA 2013 in Oxford

Playing a Luis and Clark carbon fiber cello,
Rumanian cellist Mihai Marica won the 33rd
International Music Competition in Viña
del Mar in Chile, regarded as one of the most
prestigious music competitions in the world.
Marica, a protegee of Aldo Parisot, competed
against cellists from a dozen different countries
to win this celebrated prize.

Stentor violins, violas, cellos and double basses are
available in all sizes from your local retailer.
Stentor violins, violas, cellos and double basses are
available in all sizes from your local retailer.

Request our Stentor brochure for full details
or visit our website
Request our Stentor brochure for full details
or visit our website

“Unbelievable! I was blown away. I wouldn’t have believed
such a beautiful sound could happen without wood.”
Robert Spano, Music Director, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.

“Enormously huge and beautiful.”
David Robertson, Music Director, Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra,

STENTOR MUSIC CO. LTD

principal guest conductor, BBC Symphony Orchestra.

STENTOR
REIGATE,
RH2 MUSIC
9EZ, UK CO. LTD
REIGATE,
RH2
Tel: 01737 240226 9EZ, UK
Tel: info@stentor-music.com
01737 240226
Email:

Made in America
ph 617-698-3034 luisandclark.com

Photo © Kevin Sprague

Email: info@stentor-music.com

Mad About String
Quartets
The Castalian String
Quartet are a young and
exciting ensemble who
have won several prizes
over the last couple of
years and now have a
busy schedule of concerts
worldwide. I caught
up with them recently
after a concert in central
London where they gave
superb performances
of works by Haydn and
Beethoven.

I vividly remember the
first time I played string
quartets, and so I
wonder if the Castalian
musicians also have
memories of their first
chamber music
experiences.
Daniel Roberts (2nd violin): ‘For me it was
when, at a little after school music club, we
sat down and played quartets. I was about 8,
and I remember thinking, ‘Right, this is the
best thing ever. That’s what I’m going to do.’
And that was it really!’

Sini Simonen (1st violin): ‘In my music school
in Finland, I remember playing piano trios
when I was 7, and really enjoying it. It was
always a part of the whole education system
- it was unimaginable that you would not
play music!’

Christopher Graves (cello): ‘I was lucky
enough to be able to play chamber music
with my Mum and my brother, which was a
great opportunity.’
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Charlotte Bonneton (viola): ‘With me it came
much later because in France we don’t have
this culture of chamber music so much. My
love of chamber music started when I began
doing piano trios aged about 15, but I wish I
had discovered it much earlier.’
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a local violin teacher at the time so she had lessons for a
couple of years, but it didn’t work out. She kept a love for
the violin though and so when I was little she encouraged
me with my playing.’

Sini: ‘I love everything, but what I always return to is the
Wintereisse song cycle by Schubert and the Goldberg
Variations by Bach.’
Charlotte: ‘…and Bach…’

Next I want to see if the players have
any advice for young people starting
out on an instrument.

And finally I ask if they have any
favourite musical jokes. I am met with
silence at this point…..however upon
prompting from his colleagues Chris
tells me a non-musical joke which,
according to Charlotte, he tells about
’50 times a day’.
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Chris: ‘Learn to make the most of what your teacher can
tell you.’
Daniel: ‘Go on courses! Orchestra courses; chamber music
courses - for me I went to Pro Corda chamber music
courses from the age of 10 and that was always the
highlight of my year. It really pointed me in the right
direction. Your friends and colleagues can teach you as
much as your teachers.’

Charlotte: ‘I had to overcome laziness….I still haven’t
overcome it! That is the only obstacle :-) ‘

I also ask about what inspired them
to take up music, and when they had
decided to try to play professionally.
Sini: ‘I always had incredibly inspiring teachers, and
somehow learning an instrument was a very natural part
of life. Something that was very serious, but in a nice way.
By the time I was 14 I was very clear that I wanted to
become a professional musician.’
Daniel: ‘We had this tape in the car called ‘Mad About
Violins’ which was basically lots of movements from violin
concertos, and I used to ask for it to be played on repeat
all the time! I would sit in the back of the car pretending I
could play all this stuff - I still can’t, so sometimes I still play
the tape :-) ‘
Sini: ‘There were some classical recordings which I used to
love putting on when I was little and making up some sort
of improvised dance to them. I remember when I had a
birthday I invited some school friends over and it was
18

And no one was going to argue with
that!

Charlotte: ‘Schubert and Brahms.’
Chris: ‘Bach is probably my favourite composer.’
Charlotte: ‘…and Mendelssohn…’

usual for people to put pop music on and dance to it, so I
put on some Brahms and Mozart and danced around and
all the other kids were just standing around…….!’
Chris: ‘I remember someone coming up to me after a
concert, when I was about 15, and saying that it would be
a good idea for me to become a musician - and I suppose
I thought then ‘why not!.’

I want to find out more about why
they have ended up being professional
string players, so I ask why they
chose their particular instruments.
Daniel: ‘When my family moved to Fort William in
Scotland, both a violin and a cello teacher started there at
the same time. They asked my Dad, who was head teacher
at a local school, for use of a teaching room and he said
‘Fine - but only if you teach my son’! So it was a choice
between the cello and the violin and at the age of 4 I
thought ‘there’s no way I’m carrying that cello around’, so
here I am!’
Chris: ‘I just wanted to play the cello.’
Sini: ‘My parents aren’t musicians, but when my mother
was at school someone in a higher year played a violin
piece at a school concert and she loved it. There was also

PHOTO: KAUPO KIKKAS

Next I ask if any of them had felt they
needed to overcome major obstacles
in order to learn music.

To finish off I ask about any favourite
composers.

‘Why did the scarecrow win an award?’
‘Because he was outstanding in his field!’
Daniel: ‘There must be some viola jokes we know.’
Charlotte: ‘Yes, but you’re not allowed viola jokes here.’
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Selling
Instruments &
Bows That Work
One of Europe’s leading string shops. At Bishop
Instruments & Bows we have an extensive range of violins,
violas, cellos and bows by the world’s finest contemporary
craftsmen and the old masters.
Director and expert Sean Bishop, will personally help you
find the right instrument or bow.
Email him directly sean@bishopstrings.com

• Large range of Violins, Violas & Cellos for all levels,
from beginners to professional players
• Many brands of cases & accessories available
• Showcase of new makers’ instruments & bows
• Five trying-out rooms for privacy
• Assisted purchase scheme for educational instruments
• Repairs & restoration of instruments & bows
• Insurance valuations
• Set-ups and tonal adjustment a speciality
• Distance trying-out of instruments for students via
their ESTA teachers

MAKERS, RESTORERS, DEALERS OF
VIOLINS, VIOLAS, CELLOS
AND THEIR BOWS AND ACCESSORIES
15-23 The Balcony, Castle Arcade,
Cardiff, CF10 1BY
Sat Nav: CF10 1BS
cardiffviolins@btconnect.com Phone: 029 20 22 77 61
Open: Tuesday - Saturday, 9am - 5pm
Closed: Sundays & Mondays
Open by appointment in August

Dare to believe.
Focus on where you
want to be with Allianz
Musical Insurance.
•
•
•
•

Instrument & accessory cover
Unlimited professional use
Accidental damage & theft
Premiums from £3 a month

Get a quote:
allianzmusic.co.uk
0330 102 2088

Instruments & bows always wanted
2 Hinde Street, London, W1U 2AZ, UK | www.bishopstrings.com
sean@bishopstrings.com | +44(0)207 4875682

Terms and conditions apply. Allianz Musical Insurance is a trading name of Allianz Insurance plc.

General Bow
Maintenance
This is the first of what we hope will be a regular series
of helpful articles about bowed string instruments!

1.The bow possesses a deliberate curve along its length, known as the
‘camber’. It is important not to over-tension the stick, as the further it gets
from the hair, the less control you will have. It is a common misconception
that the more you tighten the bow, the stronger it becomes. If the stick is
routinely making contact with the string (with the correct tension and
playing technique), it is important to consult an archetier (bow maker), as
the stick may need re-cambering. Continual contact of the stick on the
strings can cause irreparable damage to the bow.
It is also important to point out that the bow should never be tightened to
the extent that the curve of the bow reverses. A pencil width between the
hair and the bow (for a violin bow) at the narrowest point should be
enough. (photo A)
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2. Always de-tension the bow after playing!

The bow has fewer parts than the violin,
viola or cello, and therefore there are
usually fewer things to go wrong! But
regardless of this the bow is a fragile
musical tool and requires a certain level
of care. Here is a small but important list
of things to remember about taking care
of your bow.

3. When applying rosin to the bow, it is important to do so evenly along the
entire length of the hair. The areas nearest the frog and the tip are often
neglected and can cause flat spots in the sound when playing with the
entire length of the bow. It is also a good idea to apply rosin along the
furthest side of the hair from the player as this is the side that is played on
the most. If you find that a cloud of rosin dust is produced when playing
with the bow after rosining, take note that a little too much rosin has been
applied and a wipe of the hair with a clean duster will remove the residual
amount of rosin. It is also a good habit to wipe excess rosin off the strings
and off the instrument every time the instrument is put back in its case.

C

4. The stick can often become dirty, so it is a good idea to clean it from time
to time. We recommend cleaning with a specific bow cleaner which lifts the
rosin without damaging the underlying varnish. ‘Petz’ rosin remover is a
good example. It is important to make sure the cleaner doesn’t make
contact with the hair. You can unscrew the frog from the stick and lie the hair
carefully without tangling it. (photo B) If contact is made with the hair, the
greasy nature of the cleaning products can make rosining the bow very hard
and can often result in the need for a rehair.
5. Occasionally, the bow can become quite stiff to tighten. If this is the case,
unscrew the screw completely and remove the frog from the stick, make
sure the hair doesn’t become tangled. (photo B) Dry soap should then be
applied to the screw thread and to the areas where the frog makes contact
with the stick. (photos C and D)

D

If at any point you feel uncomfortable with any of the bow maintenance tips
highlighted above, you should take it to a specialist.
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Student Articles
Sophia Middleton (age 12)
My name is Sophia and I play the cello and the piano.
I started to learn the cello when I was six years old,
because I wanted to go on a course that Wendy Max
organises called Frinton Strings.
That year, I could only play open strings so Wendy put
me on percussion! I still loved it, especially the chocolate
bingo! My older sister, who also plays the cello and piano,
inspired me to play, because I wanted to compete against
her (but in a friendly way!). I auditioned for Pro Corda
when I was in Year 3 and have attended there every
year since.
I love playing chamber music as well as making friends
and having fun. This year my favourite piece was Piano Trio
No.1 in D Minor (2nd Movement) composed by
Mendelssohn.
When I was eight years old my teacher and I made the
decision to audition for the National Children’s
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Orchestra. With the help of my teacher, Stephanie Bloor, it
turned out successfully and I attended the Training
Orchestra in 2015. Last year I was in the Under 10s, and I
was relieved this year to get a place in the Under 11s. It is
hard work, but I like the challenge of playing new and
exciting pieces. Hetty, the tutor, helped us to practise with
quality, by breaking down the difficult sections.
I lead the cellos in the orchestra at school, and I am
very excited by the prospect of playing at Chatsworth
House next term. I like to see that I have improved over a
period of time, particularly when I watch videos of myself
from years ago, and this fires me up to practise.
My favourite musical jokes are; A music stand says, ‘I
can’t stand this!’ and ‘A sharp note says to a natural note,
‘Liking the natural look.’ The natural note replies ‘Thanks.
You’re looking quite sharp yourself!’

Jasmine Grundy (age 15)

Rebecca Diksa (age 12)

Music has formed a substantial part of my life for over
eight years now, and my enthusiasm still grows each time
I pick up my violin. Playing a stringed instrument is
certainly not easy; It requires time, energy and
dedication… But it’s also inherently satisfying. The sense
of pride that I feel after performing a piece that I have
been working on for weeks, maybe moths, is topped by
little else. The same goes for music exams.
Perhaps what has encouraged me to work even harder
is my volunteering placement, teaching violin at a local
primary school, which I have been doing for almost two
years. It’s fulfilling, knowing that the amount of time and
money my parents and I have put into my musical
development might help someone else as well. The
students are beginners, and I thoroughly enjoy helping
them to play their first scales or improvise a melody.
Leading a group of them by myself is challenging and hard
work to say the least – but it’s a skill that no matter what I
do later in life, I know I will carry with me.
Watching the pupils learning how to play a first finger
also reminds me of how far I have come, and so even
though I may be struggling with a Grade 7 scale, I know
that I will be able to do it eventually. One day diminished
sevenths will seem trivial to me, just like a one-octave D
major scale does now, four years on.
I also play in my local youth orchestra, which has
probably improved my playing more than any amount of
practice ever could. It’s only when you can play with other
people that music really makes sense: learning about
other’s strengths and weaknesses and working together
makes you really appreciate what you can do. It is all very
well practicing at home and having weekly lessons, but
music is about playing together. I am grateful that I have
had the opportunity to experience this – both through
orchestras, duets with friends and at school.
Whatever route I choose next, I am sure that my
musical education will not have been wasted. I have learnt
that hard work pays off, the virtues of listening, and that
helping others really is as satisfying as it’s made out to be.
And more than anything, if I am ever bored, I have a skill
that will provide me with endless joy.

My Inspiration for learning how to play the violin was
my friend. She played the violin and I really wanted to
have a go. I had a go on her violin and I loved it. I am now
currently grade 5 violin and it is a really great instrument
to learn.
The main piece of music that helped me develop my
technique was Chanson de Matin, because it has shifting
in it and some very cool rhythms. What fires me up about
music making are my music teachers, they always inspire
me to do better. When I learn music theory in class it
always makes me think in a few years’ time I could write
out music and it could be published. I just love having that
bubble for music.
My musical heroes are probably Niccolo Paganini and
Mozart. I like these two because they produce very lovely
music. I overcome my difficulties and challenges by
practising little snippets at a time and taking it very slowly.
I then gradually get used to it and play it at its normal
speed. Sometimes if I find it too hard I will just ask my
teacher to help me.
My favourite music joke is probably ‘How do you tell
the difference between a violinist and a dog? The dog
knows when to stop scratching.’ It’s really funny when you
think about it…another one is: ‘Want to hear a joke about
a staccato??? Wait it’s too short!!!! ‘
I approach my practise by thinking to myself do you
want to get better or stay the same but I do really like
music practice… I try to practice every day because I
always think that’s how I’m going to get better but there
are times when I leave my instruments in school because I
have quartet, or orchestra the next day, I don’t makeup
excuses not to practise!!
My experiences in music are many, I have been in a
younger school orchestra, a big orchestra, string quartet,
string orchestra, flute group and wind band. I have also
auditioned for Pro Corda and I am looking forward to
going at Easter. I am in the string quartet and we entered
the Pro Corda chamber music competition and we got to
the semi-finals. It was very exciting!
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Victoria Diksa (age 12)
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Jenna Davies (age 12)
SILHOUETTE DESIGN CREATED

I’ve always
wanted to
properly play a string instrument because
they have an incredible sound and are really
cool. You can do a lot with a string instrument.
My friend Megan inspired me to play the double bass because
she played the double bass and now plays the cello. She is so
incredible at music and her musical sound is so beautiful. She’s really
inspiring and a great role model.

I have a few musical heroes. My ﬁrst is someone called Snake Davis. He
plays the saxophone and it’s really amazing. Snake has actually spoken to me
and even oﬀered to help me buy a new saxophone!!
My second musical hero is actually a girl called Emma. She lives near me
and she went on the X-factor and got really far through it. She came
to sing at a party in our village and she was incredible. She swayed
in time with the music and looked like she really loved what she
was doing.
I must admit I actually hum scales and tunes when I’m stressed, I
think it calms me down. So when I’m stressed I just want to
go
and grab my double bass and play one of my pieces called
Ballad. I think this is a really emotional piece that makes me cry slightly
each time. The sound that comes out is so beautiful.
Each year we have this thing called Young Musician of the Year and when I
entered, the judge said my playing really made her look up and listen. That is
what I want to do. Also I love to inspire people to make music and play instruments.
“Music can break and heal and make everything seem possible and heroic.” I love this
quote. It’s actually from a book about assassins. However the one thing that calms her
down is music. Music is a great thing.
I’ve had many challenges to overcome. For example my double bass actually broke when I was
playing it. The spike just stopped working. Even though now I have a new but too-small, double bass
I still play just as well. One day my challenge of a too-small double bass will be overcome.
I must admit I’m not the greatest at practising. I was just seem to forget. No excuses. Not, ‘I had
band.’ No I honestly just forgot. I love practising my double bass though. People always come
and listen. They are drawn to it like ﬂies.
Since I have only just started the double bass there aren’t that many orchestral pieces I
have played. In my school orchestra I’m playing Rule Britannia, Men of Harlech and a
tango. So not really many orchestral or chamber pieces.
JOKE: Why didn’t the bouncer let the quavers inside the club?
Because they were slurring ha ha!

7

Hello, my name is Lleuca and I play the violin and the
viola. The violin was my first instrument but now that I am
doing my grade 5 theory I am concentrating on the viola.
I have nearly mastered the alto clef and to get some extra
practice I have been competing in several competitions
with my viola such as the Urdd Eisteddfod, the South
Glamorgan Festival for Young Musicians and much more. I
have also been taking part in workshops, mostly with
ESTA. My favourite was the spiccato day.
Spiccato is a bowing technique in which the bow
bounces lightly upon the string. The term comes from the
Italian ‘spiccare’ meaning to separate. Spiccato is mainly
staccato and can include tremolo’s, shaking and bouncing.
You can also invent and experiment with Spiccato to
create all sorts of different sounds. Spiccato is usually very
upbeat, quick and rhythmic and often played in quavers,

I
double
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Spiccato day with ESTA.

semi-quavers or demi-semi quavers resulting as short
distinct notes so it will always keep you on the edge of
your seats. Spiccato is used in many pieces and not many
people notice it but it plays a big part. In slower tempos a
spiccato can also be manufactured using the fingers and
wrist to deliberately manipulate how the bow falls to the
string.
We had lots of inspiration from professional artists and
got to hear them play some of the more complicated
pieces of music. We learned how to do all sorts of different
techniques of spiccato and tested them out by playing in
an orchestra at the end of the day. We sorted all of our
troubles and polished our pieces with the help of experts.
I learnt that there are many different ways of showing the
meanings of music, you just have to find your own unique
way because everyone will sees it differently. Spiccato
helps the piece to be more lively and energetic however
some spiccato makes the piece smoother. This all helps
the audience to be more attracted and engaged to the
music, it gives action to the tune.
I would highly, strongly recommend playing an
instrument and if you are already, keep at it and try your
hardest because you can get huge enjoyment from music
if it’s your passion. You will get more experiences to meet
different people and have fun.
Music also helps you with other subjects, theory helps
with maths and playing an instrument sparks different
parts of your brain to be creative. I love it!

My instrument is the cello. I think it’s fun to play
because of all the funny impressions.
1. Animal impressions (I’ve done cow and seagull).
2. Different instruments (I’ve done synth, trumpet and
flute).
If I could pick another string instrument it would
probably be a violin or a double bass since violas aren’t my
sort of thing. The challenges I’ve encountered during my
two years of playing the cello are here.
1. Aural because I’m nervous of singing on my own.
2. Long and tiring pieces e.g. Joyeuse.
In a regular practice I do all four of my pieces three
times through each and then do my sight-reading.
After that I do 10 scales. The really funny story I can’t
solve is why my third finger on my left hand is
always wiggling around in the air though...

a Da
vies

Lleucu Branson (age 11)

then I would practice my theory.
There is a load that fires me up about it, I love it when
you make music up on the spot by improvising! I usually
make my music and write it down but the best/most
important thing to music is to make sure you have an
amazing teacher! I am very lucky and have amazing role
models at my school.
Challenges are important in music; it’s what builds you
up to doing solos and duets. What I do is I take part in little
competitions to help and make progress.
My musical hero would be Mrs Bloor, Director of Music
at Foremarke Hall. She has guided me through the tough
times in music and has made me improve loads! Thank
you!
There is only one thing that you have to do if you want
to improve which is PRACTICE!!!

Jenn

I have always enjoyed playing music and listening to it.
My musical life started when I was only four, when I started
to learn the fife (a beginner flute). I have loved paying the
flute and I shall carry on. I started playing the double bass
because I was always keen to play a string instrument. My
sister plays the violin, I found that a bit too squeaky and
high pitched. I started playing the double bass because I
am working hard for a music scholarship. The bass clef will
also help me in my theory. I am going to the Regional
Orchestra for NCO in Cambridge and I am looking forward
to going to Pro Corda at Easter.
My music teachers have always told me to try the
easier pieces never just grades, think of your ability and
your skill, but the key to music is never rush just always
determination!
The key to music is practice! You won’t get anywhere if
you don’t practice! I practice every day. I would usually
practice my flute one night, then my bass the next night

Double
bass.

Henry Barlow (age 9)
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Defending Stradivarius
for more than

20 years

Maxim Vengerov
Chooses
NEGRI CASES
SMART Protection
For your Violin
Not only exquisitely designed & handcrafted with
an advanced instrument suspension system but also
available with:
• GPS Tracking System with Online Location
Mapping
• SMS Anti-Theft Cellular Alert and Monitoring
• Alarm: Motion Sensitive with LED Armed
Indicator
• Climate: Temperature Isolation System
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Is your time
precious?

Imagine no more valuable lesson time wasted
by tuning and re-tuning unreliable student
instruments.

hidersine
Est. 1890

®

VIVENTE ACADEMY
The Hidersine Company, United Kingdom

WINNER: “The UK’s Best
Bowed Instrument”

The Hidersine Vivente Academy violin is complete with
Wittner’s incredible Finetune Pegs which make tuning an
absolute breeze!
Discover the instrument your students need to aid both
their learning, and your teaching.
The Hidersine Vivente Academy outfits
are complete with:
• Wittner Finetune Pegs
• Hypo-Allergenic, centre-mounted chinrest.
• Half-mounted brazilwood bow
• Hidersine Rosin
• Plush-lined, Oblong case
And don’t forget that each Hidersine Vivente Outfit is
professionally setup in the UK prior to despatch,
so your student will be ready to play in no time.

hidersine
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®

The Hidersine Company, United Kingdom

HIDERSINE.COM - FB.COM/HIDERSINE - @THEHIDERSINECO

HIDERSINE ARE PROUD TO FUND EDUCATION
BURSARIES IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE

EUROPEAN STRING TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
LEARN MORE: HIDERSINE.COM/EDUCATION

BURSARY REPORTS

Bursary reports
ESTA’S JOAN DICKSON CHAMBER MUSIC FUND OFFERS STUDENTS THE
CHANCE TO GO ON MUSIC COURSES. WHAT DO YOUNG MUSICIANS GET OUT
OF THE EXPERIENCE? SOME RECENT PARTICIPANTS EXPLAIN
National Strings: February 2017
Thank you so much to JDCMF for the generous
bursary which allowed me to attend my chamber music
course with National Strings in February this year. I have
always had a great love of chamber music. It was an
exciting and inspiring opportunity to learn many
aspects about chamber music. The teachers were
fantastic, and they spent lots of time in coaching me.
The course was intense but fun and I played and
learned together with many of my musical friends. I am
greatly inspired by amazing teachers at the course.
During the course, I feel that have deepened my
consciousness of phrasing, rhythm, and intonation. I
particularly enjoyed playing in a quartet for the piece

‘American’. Communication is vital in chamber music
making. Without a conductor, we have to learn how to
work with each other and different instruments. Playing
in a quartet, there is also more interpretive freedom
among players - every player can lead. The course
provides me a sense of achievement and progression,
and an understanding of playing together with lots of
fun. I really feel that I have gained a lot – thank you.
I am very grateful for the bursary. It helped
immensely with my tuition fees, of which I would have
not been able to participate otherwise. Again, thank
you so much for giving me this opportunity.

THE WORLD
IS READY
FOR A
NEW SOUND.
YOURS.

Introducing Kaplan Vivo and Amo, violin strings
designed to combine the richness of gut with the
projection of synthetics. Now, even the most refined
players can discover new dimensions in their sound
while wielding greater control over their musical voice.
This is a new era of classical music. Be a part of it.
With Kaplan, the movement begins now.

Chen-Chen (aged 9)

MusicWorks
I would like to say a huge ‘thank you’ to JDCMF for
kindly granting me this bursary. After attending
MusicWorks last year and having one of the best
experiences of my life I am sincerely grateful to be able
to take part in such a wonderful course again which
otherwise would not have been possible. I feel

extremely privileged to be given this opportunity and I
am very excited and looking forward to the course
hugely. Chamber music has always been a source of
great joy to me so ‘thank you’ again JDCMF enabling me
to return to MusicWorks this year.

Rose (aged 16)

Joan Dickson Chamber Music Fund would like to thank Thomastik-Infeld Vienna and Hidersine for their generous
support. To find out more about applying for a bursary, go to
www.estastrings.org.uk/about/bursaries/joan-dickson-bursary.html.

daddario.com/kaplan | #THEMOVEMENTBEGINS
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QUIZ

Word
Search
competition

Why not try our word search competition?
There are at least 35 string related words hidden in the grid!
Words can go up, down, left, right or diagonally.
Photos of your completed word list can be sent to
editor@estastrings.org.uk. We have five mystery prizes to give away!

Prizes will be awarded for the completed grids with the highest number of correct words.
If more than five are received with all the words correct, prize winners will be drawn at
random from these. The closing date for entries is 20th July 2017.
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OUR SECRET IS OUT. THE POWER IS ON.

